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FROM FARM TO FORK
Sustainable production – Yes, we can….

However, the road from farm-to-fork gets longer and more complicated.

More stakeholders = higher risk on fraud

First lines of defence against fraud in the primary sector:

- Official control by authorities

- Self-checking systems or auto-control

- Correct labelling 
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VEGAPLAN and CODIPLAN
Voluntary quality scheme set up and coordinated by farmers en partners

Additional assurance of compliance to legislation (and against fraud) 
through regular checks by third-party certification bodies (OCI’s)

Checks based on validated Check-lists



Validity of the auto-control scheme

1. Self-checking systems are mandatory in agri-sector 

2. Vegaplan/Codiplan developed the – by the FASFC approved – auto-
control guide G-040 as a reference document

3. Certification based on checklists and unannounced inspections

4. Mutual recognition with other certification schemes,                                          
in and outside Europe

5. Certification bodies and inspectors accredited
- Recognition of inspectors and knowledge tested every two years

- Heavy initial training before recognition

- Clear documented and procedural inspections



Additional guides and schemes : grain trading and chain 
G038 et FCA

This self checking sampling and testing-scheme allows farmers and 
other stakeholders to monitor specific risks. This scheme supports FCA 
certification and cross-border exchange. The results allow the producer 

and trader to establish or refine specific self-checking systems. 

2022: 296 participating producers and stakeholders



Raising awareness – ex. Belpotato



Raising awareness – ex. Grains





Live stock sector: self-checking
CODIPLAN

Most Belgian farmers (animal production) are checked and 
certified by self-checking quality schemes.



Live stock sector: self-checking
Besides basic CODIPLAN quality scheme and certification
Private quality schemes per sector
- Origin important, throughout the food chain
- Extra-legal requirements added
- Combined and unannounced visits 

…



Live stock sector: self-checking
Taking it a step further….. 
Ex. Reduction of use of antibiotics

Total decrease of sales                                                                                               
of antibiotics in Belgium:                                                                                                   
-44,6%

Registration of use on the                                                                  
farms



Food safety incidents due to fraud

2008: Melanine in Chinese 
milk products

2008: Dioxine in Irish meat

2009: GMO Line seed from 
Canada

2017: Fipronil  used in poultry stables

2018: Veviba and meat fraud

These incidents had a major impact on 
primary production (due to recalls, 
freezing of farms, loss of consumer trust, 
loss of trade partners, …..)

Large scale – worldwide consequences

…-2022: dossiers NOE (ex. OPSON x)



Approaches to prevent fraud…..           
…..Work in progress

Self-checking systems are valuable but complementary

Authority checks remain absolutely necessary
- Risk based approach
- Signal detection
- Evolution and self-reflection needed
- Global information exchange and cooperation
- Import!



Approaches to prevent fraud…..           
…..Work in progress

What about…..?
- Novel food technologies
- Novel livestock and plant management techniques
- Pressure on use of antimicrobials, biocides and pesticides
- Change in consumer behaviour
- Globalisation 
- ….

SEEKING PARTNERSHIP…




